The paper promotes the implementation of a neural network approach to improve one of the most transcendent traffic conditions: the mobility of the cars in any particular junction. Neural networks have proven to be an effective paradigm of modern computing, providing extensive benefits in a wide range of applications. In this sense, the paper uses a BPNN (backpropagation neural network) model. The three input nodes are related to: n1: the amount of cars in the road; n2: the green light interval; and n3: the distance (taking into account the quantity of cars) between the first car in the intersection and the last car in the longest line in front of it. In particular, the paper promotes that each traffic light signal will be capable of offering a new green light interval according to the requirement and constrains of the vitality, ensuring a vehicular mobility level greater than 65%. To assess this idea, the paper presents two experiments confronting the real world data versus experimental results. For example, in the first experiment, the BPNN improves the performance of the real data about vehicular mobility in almost 30%. Finally, some conclusions and future work are presented.
Introduction


In our days, the modern cities are facing to a set of well-defined challenges, among which must be highlighted the vehicular traffic control strategies. In fact, this challenge is one of the main concerns for the administrators of the cities because the failure of the scheduling in the traffic light signal control affects to all the entire population.
In this sense, the users are the main concern of the administrator, for thus, it is needed to identify a technology capable of being adjustable for the constraints and requirements of the roads. Some governments have approved some regulations that ensure benefits for the habitants. For example, in Mexico, the Communication and Transport Secretary proposes a standard capable of measuring the quality of the service offered by the traffic light signals. Such criterion is useful to the traffic experts in order to Corresponding author: Salvador Ibarra M., Ph.D., research field: intelligent agents.
identify the needs and opportunities areas of the traffic infrastructures. In this sense, intelligent systems have proven to be computational tools that cover substantially diverse research areas because of their decision-making paradigm based on reasoning processes. For instance, improving traffic-flow conduces to increase the service provided by the roads avoiding traffic jams and is reflected in a positive effect on the environment and the economy [1] . Some researchers have shown that these models produce realistic behavior [2] [3] [4] [5] . According to this, the presented approach introduces a methodology capable of making flexible and autonomous decisions to adjust the green light interval of a traffic light signal, to the requirements of the road at any cycle of the phase. To assess the performance of the work, the paper presents two studied cases and their results.
Related Work
Current traffic controllers are based on microcontrollers and microprocessors. These traffic
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light controllers have limitations because they do not have the flexibility of modification on a real time basis. In traffic signal control systems, detection of traffic variables at intersections is very important and it is the primary input data to determine signal timing. According to this approach, an application of fuzzy logic for multi-agent based autonomous traffic lights control using wireless sensors to overcome problems like congestion, accidents, velocity and traffic irregularities is presented in Ref. [2] . In fact, this approach provides a preferred solution by minimizing the vehicles waiting time, especially the emergency vehicles using fuzzy logic control systems under situations that normally occur during these situations. Fast transportation systems and rapid transit systems are nerves of economic development for any nation. All developed nations have well developed transportation systems with efficient traffic control in road, rail, and air. The monitoring and control of city traffic is one of the key issues, especially in metropolitan areas, considering the increasing number of vehicles and pedestrians. Numerous methods are available to reduce delays and the pollutant environmental problems caused by road traffic in major cities. Likewise, a new infrastructure to vehicle communication and control systems for intelligent speed control, which is based upon RFID (radio frequency identification) technology for recognition of traffic signals on the road, and high accuracy vehicles speed measurement with Hall Effect-Based Sensor is explained in Ref. [4] . To achieve a more efficient adaptation of the speed of the vehicle, the approach introduces an adaptation of a fuzzy logic controller based on sensor fusion of the information provided by the infrastructure installed on the road. Finally, the results suggest unexpected traffic circumstances and improve the safety of the occupants in the vehicle. In this light, an Intelligent Traffic Signal Controller using a FPGA controller based on a Neuro-Fuzzy system is presented in Ref. [6] . This approach is capable of making decisions to reduce delays at an intersection. In particular, the fuzzy logic theory in the controller provides an intelligent green interval response based on dynamic traffic using the input variables of the weighed traffic flow at the current and neighboring intersections. This paper argues that it is able to overcome the weakness of conventional traffic controllers by using its capability of providing a variety of green cycle intervals based on dynamic traffic load changes at every lane in a 4-way junction control. Roozemond [7] introduced an agent-based urban intersection control system that reacts to changes in the traffic environment and adapts itself to changing environments based on predefined rules. Besides the current trends to solve the computational methods, the development of the field simulated test environments to control and to optimize urban arterials is another interesting and promising area for further study. Nowadays there are computational tools that offer the opportunity of implementing and testing approaches in order to corroborate their ideas. Nonetheless these tools are not functional for all purposes. Because of this, some authors tend to develop their own tools, while they are generating their methodological proposals. For instance, a reservation-based approach to intersection control was designed and evaluated in Ref. [8] . This approach proposes the development of a novel simulator test bed for connected vehicle applications. Indeed, the test bed integrates a microscopic traffic simulator with a network simulator and an emission analyzer. Some experiments are presented using the developed simulator to compare the mobility and environmental benefits of the introduced approach against traditional control methods. Refs. [3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] are other examples of the aforementioned actions (see Table 1 ). To this end, a complete review of literature about agent-based approaches well suited to the domain of traffic and transportation system, because transportation systems are often geographically distributed in dynamics changing environments as presented in Ref. [16] . In particular, the paper reviews agent-based traffic applications classified in five categories: (1) agent-based traffic control and management system architecture and platforms; (2) agent-based systems for roadway transportation; (3) agent-based systems for air-traffic control and management; (4) agent-based systems for railway transportation; and (5) multi-agent traffic modeling and simulation. However, software agents and artificial intelligence techniques in urban traffic systems have arisen as proper solutions in the last decade to provide high levels of efficiency in transport infrastructures. In despite of these efforts, the design, development and implementation of agent technology in traffic control systems are still immature and need further study in order to achieve accuracy and trustworthy applications to building traffic control systems relating to the control the demand levels and to minimize the pollutant emissions in urban traffic networks.
Neural Network Model
Long lines of vehicles, wide ranges of stop-times in intersections and environmental emissions are only some of the aspects that traffic control is looking forward to eliminate. Indeed there has been a growing interest among the transportation community in the uses of traffic simulation modeling for evaluating the systems performance of transportation networks [17] . In this sense, the paper proposes the implementation of a traffic light signal control based on BPNN (backpropagation neural network). The main idea argues that each intersection will be controlled by a BPNN capable of analyzing the requirements of each one of its roads, and using these data, be able to provide an adequate green light interval for each road. The following three nodes are proposed to the developed BPNN:
Node1: this node represents the amount of stopped cars in each road, calculated one second before the change of the signal from amber to green light. This information is generated for a simple model, which it is in-charge of simulate a normalized arrival of cars (1): (1) where r is a value obtained from a monte-carlo table, which it is founded on a reliable identification of the random value devoted to a real world study and  and  are the media and the standard deviation respectively.
In order to guarantee the reliability of the model, some experiments were ran, confronting the incoming volume of vehicles provided by the model versus the statistic data computed from an in-situ study of several intersections in Tampico, Tamaulipas, Mexico. Fig. 1 presents how the model results achieve a similar behavior than the data of the real world, during the execution of an experiment of 120 seconds. Node2: for sake of simplicity, this node uses information provided by the system itself. It means, before the neural process, the system looks for the green light interval of the previous cycle. It is important to note, for the first iteration of each road, the BPNN uses information provided by the user of the system. Node3: this input is related to the distance (the quantity of cars) between the first car of the studied intersection and the last car in the longer line at the follow line.
For the scope of this paper, only one intersection is considered and the rest of data is simulated in a controlled way for the system. In order to validate the accuracy of the BPNN during the training phase, Fig.  3 shows the performance of the model in 10,000 phases. It is noteworthy that 50,000 experiments were developed to ratify the reliability of the decision reached by the BPNN. Both the model based on BPNN and the parameters considered in the node inputs appear to be an approach according to solve the requirements of any intersection in a positive way. Finally, the performance of the BPNN does not improve after the phase 500, for thus, the number of experiments is fixed in 750 phases.
Output: a new green light interval, according to the requirements of the road, with at least 61% of the vehicular mobility. For example, in Fig. 4 is presented a scheme of the overall operation of the system when a light signal decides to modify its green light interval. First, the traffic light informs to the others traffic lights the performed modification in order to update the general phase of the junctions (see Fig. 4a ). After that, the rest of traffic lights confirm the information and consider such information to modify the length of their red lights. To continue, the current traffic light calculates the new phase and advices this information to the next traffic light in order to corroborate the operation of the junction (see Fig. 4c ). As we can see in Fig. 4 , throughout the system operation, the quality of the intersection still does not improve (B + ). Once the traffic light performs the changes, obtained from the neural network process level the junction operability increases (A-) in a considerably way (see Fig. 4d ).
Experiments and Results
In this section, two studied cases are presented, considering two of the most important roads of Tampico, Tamaulipas, Mexico. Vehicular mobility is one of the main targets for both experimental phases. The experiments are developed under four demand levels, proposed in: 50%, 100%, 150% and 200%, which are simulated modifying the variable r in the Eq. (1). Preliminary results of the model are compared against real data as well as versus results presented in Ref. [17] . Experiment 1. The relevance of this experiment is because two of the main roads of Tampico converge in this intersection (see Fig. 5 ). The initial data for the generation of the vehicle arrivals are presented in Table 2 .
The performance is compared to demonstrate the benefits of the BPNN over traditional traffic control TTC methods. In short, in Fig. 6 the trace of the results shows how the vehicular mobility is better than TTC in almost 30% and is better than CBR model in 9%. The performance of BPNN appears to take certain amount of experiments before to confirm a stable behavior, unlike the CBR model (almost 220 proves). However, once the BPNN is stable, reaches a higher mobility level. Besides, Fig. 7 depicts the performance of the three models under four demand levels. In fact, the BPNN holds a better performance than the other models while they are under different demand levels. In addition, Fig. 8 compares the traffic velocity against the traffic volume. This comparison identifies the advantages of the proposed methodology IC over traditional approaches TC to improve vehicular mobility under different types of volume demand. Experiment 2. The second test (see Fig. 9 ) involves data of a real-world intersection, taking into account one of the most important roads in Tampico City, MX (Hidalgo Ave) and one street (Agua-Dulce St.). The data used in these experiments have been obtained in real traffic studies dating from June to July, 2015. In particular, the information for the incoming car simulation is presented in Table 2 .
The obtained results are compared in order to emphasize the advantages of traffic control based on BPNN over the pre-programming traditional control used in the synchronization phase of the studied intersection. To evaluate the decision-making process of the BPNN approach proposed in this work, Fig. 10 depicts how the BPNN model reaches a suitable behavior after 500 experiments along 1,000 trials.
Moreover, the BPNN reaches a better performance than the TTC and the CBR. In particular, the proposed method overcomes to the other two models in 8% and 29% respectively, in mobility aspects (see Fig. 11 ). Besides, Fig. 12 compares the traffic velocity against the traffic volume. This comparison identifies the advantages of the proposed methodology over the traditional approach to improve vehicular mobility under different types of volume demand.
Conclusions and Future Work
Road traffic congestion is one of the main causes in low productivity and the decrease in modern city standards. Therefore, the use of the avenues and streets are a common way to transport activities in the daily life. Such consideration is a key factor to determine the quality of city services. Unfortunately, the uncontrolled growth of the volume of cars on the streets is a transcendental challenge because the implemented model to regulate the traffic uses techniques that lack of a technological upgrading. For this reason, the paper introduces a novel model to manage traffic light signals using neural networks. Specifically, the model implements a backpropagation neural network approach in-charge of ensuring that at least 61% of vehicles are dispatched during a green light interval.
The presented study is used to evaluate the vehicular mobility in two different intersections, contrasting the experimental results versus traditional traffic control and a CBR methodology. The reported results show how BPNN reaches a better performance than the other two methods in both experimental phases.
Intelligent traffic lights using sophisticated computational algorithms represent a novel futuristic approach to autonomous intersections control. Future research should focus on assessing the reliability, robustness and safety of the approach under a wide range of expected operating conditions and failure modes. In spite of this, there are some limitations about the scope of this work. For example, the adaptation of other automatic learning techniques in order to evaluate the effectiveness of these promising approaches.
